
by Marcia Bartusiak 

Optical astronomers are producing 
remarkable instruments—and results—by taking back 

a technique radio astronomers borrowed 
from them years ago. 



AS seen from the earth, stars twinkle. 
Magnified, stellar images dance like 
objects seen t h r o u g h heat waves 

coming off the pavement on a hot sum
mer's day, and for the same reason: the 
refraction of light as it passes through 
turbulent air. That stellar twinkle is the 
astronomer's bane. It reduces the resolv
ing power—the ability to distinguish be-
tween adjacent points—of their largest 
telescopes to that of instruments a frac
tion the size. The diameter of a telescope's 
light-catching lens or mirror, its aperture, 
still determines the inst rument 's ability to 
gather light, to detect fainter, more distant 
objects. But as long as telescopes are earth-
bound, peering through the earth's blanket 
of atmosphere, enlarging the aperture will 
not improve resolving power. Even the 
five-meter Hale Telescope on M o u n t Pal-
omar can resolve objects no closer together 
than one arc second, 0 .00028 degree . A 
decent 15-centimeter telescope can do that. 

One-arc-second resolution is enough to 
make the label on a tennis ball legible 15 
kilometers away. For a s t ronomer s w h o 
are trying to resolve the disks of nearby 
stars, generally visible only as virtually 
dimensionless points, that is not nearly 
good enough; they need to be able to see 
that tennis ball from as far away as the 
moon. "Even the biggest stars are not 
resolved with just one-arc-second resolu
tion," says Charles Townes of the Uni
versity of California at Berkeley, a phys
icist turned astronomer, "so it's important 
that we try to get higher resolut ions." 

Optical astronomers are not the only ones 
with resolution problems. The resolving 
power of a telescope depends generally on 
the ratio of the wavelength of the energy 
being collected to the aperture of the tele
scope. Since radio waves are relat ively 
long—tens of centimeters—radio telescopes 
come out of that ratio faring very poorly. 
Even the largest radio telescopes have 
resolutions of roughly only one arc minute, 
60 arc seconds. To obtain a one-arc-second 
resolution would require a radio antenna 
tens of kilometers across. 

To produce such an instrument , radio 
as t ronomers tu rned to an opt ical tech
nique called interferometry. An interfer
ometer combines signals that are emitted 
by a single source and received at separate 
collectors. Analys is of the in ter ference 
patterns produced by the mixing of the 
wavefronts arriving at each collector reveals 
characteristics of the source. The distance 
between the collectors simulates the diam
eter of a single collector, or aperture in 
astronomers' usage. 

Radio astronomers have been linking 
telescopes in interferometric networks for 
some 30 years. (See " T h e V[ery] L[arge] 
A[rray] Turns O n , " Mosaic, Volume 9, 
N u m b e r 2.) I n s t r u m e n t s called long-
basel ine in terferometers have p roduced 
synthe t ic aper tures as large as 10,000 
ki lometers , wi th one end in California 
and the other in Australia, half a world 
away. A h e m i s p h e r e - s p a n n i n g ar ray of 
ten 25-meter dish antennas—to produce a 
resolution of 0.0001 arc second—is being 
p lanned , and satel l i te- to-satel l i te inter
ferometers s t re tching across dis tances 
many times the diameter of the earth are 
being considered. 

Interferometr ic a s t r o n o m y at optical 
wave leng ths , however , has lagged far 
behind its radio sibling, and for good rea
son: The wavelength of radiation in the 

Interferometric fringes. By combining the 
beams from two separate telescopes, 
Antoine Labeyrie recorded fringes from the 
star Vega in the constellation Lyra. 

radio region of the electromagnetic spec
trum is measured in tens of centimeters, 
the wavelength of light in thousands of 
a n g s t r o m s — h u n d r e d - t h o u s a n d t h s of a 
cent imeter . For radio f requencies , with 
their long wavelengths, mismatches of a 
few wavelengths are acceptable and easily 
handled. Light waves, however, offer no 
such easy margins. Wavelengths a millionth 
the size of radio waves present a formidable 
challenge to anyone t ry ing to mix and 
match signals with any precision. 

Although the first tentative steps in the 
direction of optical interferometry were 
taken more than 60 years ago, it is only 
recently that sensor technology, automated 
control systems, and a better theoretical 

unders tanding of atmospheric turbulence 
have enabled scientists in Australia, France, 
and the United States to a p p r o a c h the 
problem systematically. So far, they have 
resolved the disks of a few dozen stars, 
observed the orbital motions of some binary 
star systems, and studied what are thought 
to be stars being born within dusty enve
lopes of molecular gas. These researchers 
are pioneers. Nonetheless, they are resum
ing an endeavor that began, and then fal
tered, more than half a century ago, long 
before radio astronomy was even a gleam 
in founder Karl Jansky's eye. 

A stellar diameter 

On December 13,1920, high atop Mount 
Wilson in southern California, American 
physicist A. A. Michelson and his col
league F. G. Pease, using an optical inter
ferometer, made the first successful meas
urement of a star's diameter. Their instru
ment was cumbersome—a 6-meter steel 
girder moun ted in front of the M o u n t 
Wilson Observatory 's 2.5-meter reflect
ing telesconp. It collected starlight at two 
small, movable mirrors, one at each end 
of the girder. Other mirrors directed the 
light beams into the telescope, where they 
were combined at the focus. 

As Michelson peered into this telescope-
cum-interferometer, the star in view ap 
peared as a coarse patch of light crossed 
by al ternate br ight and da rk b a n d s , or 
fringes. Because of their separation on the 
steel beam, each mirror was receiving a 
different portion of the wavefront coming 
in from the star. If the two waves were in 
step, or in phase, after they were b rough t 
together at the telescope focus, they would 
reinforce one another, producing br ight 
bands. Where they were out of phase, the 
waves would cancel each other to form 
dark bands. "Michelson must have had a 
very fast eye," notes David Staelin, an 
electrical engineer at the Massachuset ts 
Institute of Technology who has worked 
in both radio and optical interferometry. 
" T h e a tmosphere causes the fr inges to 
jiggle and flick through the image. But 
Michelson could not only see the fringes, 
he could also say how visible they were . " 

W h e n the mirrors on a Michelson inter
ferometer are close together, the intensity, 
or visibility, of the fringes is very high. 
But as the mirrors are moved farther and 
farther apart, the intensity diminishes. The 
diameter of the star is fully determined 
once the fringes vanish. 

Each point on the apparent disk of a star 
can be thought of as producing its o w n 
fringe pattern. When the mirrors are sep-
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arated just far enough to resolve the star, 
the patterns produced by the different parts 
of the star's disk will cancel each other out. 
T h e star 's angular diameter is d i rect ly 
p ropor t iona l to the wavelength of the 
starlight divided by the separation between 
the mirrors at that point. 

O n that chilly December night more 
than 60 years ago, Michelson and Pease 
saw fringes disappear for the first time 
while looking at Betelgeuse, the red super-
giant that forms the hunter's right shoulder 
in the constel la t ion Or ion . T h e mi r ro r 
spacing was three meters, indicating that 
Betelgeuse was a disk 0.05 arc second 
across. In that one night, optical resolu
tions were improved twentyfold. For the 
first time, the angular diameter of a star 
other than the sun had been measured 
directly. It confirmed the enormous dimen
sions of objects such as Betelgeuse: The 
red giant would fill the earth's orbit. 

During the following years, Michelson 
and Pease used their in ter ferometer to 
measure the diameters of six other stellar 
objects. Thev were all nea rb v ciant stars: 
Arcturus, Aldebaran, Antares, beta Pegasi 
(Scheat), alpha Herculis (Ras Algethi), and 
omicron Ceti (Mira). The small mirrors 
and six-meter baseline restricted observa
tions to the closest and largest sources in 
the sky. Those successes, however, en
couraged Pease, in the early 1930s, to con
struct a 15-meter instrument. It proved 
impossible to operate. "The mechanical 
beam was not stable," says Staelin. "I t 
fluctuated as if it were made of plastic." 
Stability is crucial in the blending of two 
beams of light; the pathlengths from each 
telescope to the point of mixing can be 
permitted to vary by only a few wave
lengths. Pease did not have the technology 
to keep his 15-meter girder steady. 

An intensity interferometer 

For the next 30 years the field was inac
tive, as still as the Michelson-Pease inter
ferometer, wrapped in canvas and stored 
among the rafters of the 2.5-meter tele
scope's dome at Mount Wilson. The renais
sance began in the outback of Australia, 
550 kilometers west of Sydney , d u r i n g 
the early 1960s. British radar p ioneer s 
R. Hanbury Brown and Richard Twiss , 
along with Jodrell Bank veteran John Davis, 
set up a vastly different kind of stellar 
interferometer near the small country town 
of Narrabri, under the aegis of the Uni-
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versity of Sydney. This intensity interfer
ometer, as inventors Hanbury Brown and 
Twiss called it, consisted of two 6.5-meter, 
mosaically mirrored parabolic reflectors 
that could be positioned anywhere along 
a circular track 188 meters wide. The ad
vantage of this kind of ins t rument was 
that it could be less precise than Michel-
son's. Pathlength differences could vary 
by tens of centimeters. 

Hanbury Brown's long experience with 
radio telescopes contributed to the way 
the instrument developed. According to 
his chronicle of the project, the function 
of each of its 6.5-meter telescopes was to 
collect the light from the star, "l ike rain 
in a bucket, and pour it onto a [photo
electric] de tec to r . " Early radio interfer
ometers worked that way. 

The Narrabri researchers did not look 
painstakingly for fringes, as Michelson 
had done. Rather they mixed the outputs 
from each reflector's photoelectric detec
tor and gauged the correlation of intensity 
levels. Miche lson had measu red stellar 
diameters by noting the mirror separation 
at which the fringes would d i sappear . 
Hanbury Brown's group looked for the 
telescope spacing at which the correlation 
would go to zero. 

Despi te the par ro ts that occas ional ly 
hung from their telescope cables and the 
need to teach aborigine laborers how to 
fill out tax forms, the Narrabri observers 
were able to measure the diameters of the 
32 brightest stars in the Southern Hemi
sphere. They started in 1963 with the blue 
main-sequence star Vega in the constella
tion Lyra, and they ended in 1972 with 
the supergiant delta Canis Majoris. Wi th 
the interferometer's ability to reach base
lines of 188 meters, the r ing's diameter, 
the resolution at times was of the order of 
0.001 arc second. 

Back to Michelson 

This was not the final answer for stellar 
in ter ferometry , however . T h e N a r r a b r i 
observatory was severely limited. Its sen
sitivity was low. Its interferometer would 
work only with stars brighter than mag
nitude 2.5, leaving many spectral types 
out of reach. This led astronomers back 
to the more sensitive Michelson-Pease ap
proach. "A belief emerged," French astron
omer Antoine LabeA/rie wrote in a review7 

of the field, "that modern technology could 
solve the problems encountered by Michel
son and Pease." Artificial sensors such as 
photomultiplier tubes could replace human 
vision and produce quantitative measure
ments of fringe visibili ty; lasers could 
measure pathlengths to within fractions 
of a wavelength; computerized controls 
could adjust continuously for pathlength 
variations, to keep fringes in sight. 

By the late 1960s, with the Austral ian 
observations well under way, a number of 
attempts were initiated to perform Michel
son interferometry using modern instru
mentation. Only a few worked. O n e of 
the more successful projects was the ampli
tude interferometer developed at the Uni
versity of Maryland by Douglas Currie, 
Stephen Knapp, and Kurt Liewer. "A lot 
of people were misled at first by Michel-
son's success," says Currie. " H e was a 
superior experimentalist, one of the best 
in the history of science. Yet he also had 
a detector that was very sensitive—an eye 
and brain that could see entire patterns in 
the telescope. People failed to fully realize 
that a photomultiplier tube is not an eye." 

The problem is one of integration. The 
interferometer creates what might be con
sidered an ocean of waves. An observer 
can perceive that entire system of waves 
in one glance. But a photomultiplier tube 
is more like a buoy, fastened to one spot 
and responsive only to vertical motion, 
one wave at a time. Currie 's solution was 
to observe fringes with two photomul t i -
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Astrometric star finder, MIT's intricate net
work of mirrors, beam splitters, and vacuum 
chambers is designed to pinpoint stellar 
positions, The two light-gathering mirrors 
are positioned 3.4 meters apart, 



pliers. The tubes are sensitive to variation 
in the fringe amplitudes. Correlating the 
photoelectric counts electronically deter
mines fringe visibility. 

As early as 1967, Currie envisioned a 
two- te lescope ampl i tude in ter ferometer 
wi th a ki lometer- long basel ine. But he 
knew he first had to test his scheme on a 
much smaller scale. He and his colleagues 
constructed a brass mask with two tiny 
apertures designed to be placed at a col
limator in the back of either the 2.5-meter 
M o u n t Wilson telescope or the 5-meter 
instrument on Mount Palomar. Changing 
the distance between the apertures of the 
mask gave them baseline equivalents of 
between one and two meters. 

This was not a new idea. In 1890, Michel-
son had measured the size of Jupiter's four 
largest satellites by m o u n t i n g a m a s k 
pierced by a pair of holes on the Lick 
30-cent imeter refractor and examin ing 
the fringes as the light beams from each 
of the holes interfered. 

Michelson had viewed the fringes with 
his eye; Currie's team observed with more 
than 100 kilograms of mirrors, electronics, 
and beam splitters. Between 1972 and 1980, 
the Maryland group measured the diam
eters of more than a dozen stars and 
achieved resolut ions d o w n to 0.01 arc 
second. Their list of stellar objects included 
many that had never been resolved before. 
The use of sensitive photomultipliers en
abled the Mary l and a s t ronomers to go 
d o w n to s ix th -magn i tude s tars , each a 
fortieth as bright as the objects examined 
with the Narrabri interferometer. 

Prototype, The amplitude interferometer 
designed by Douglas Currie at the University 
of Maryland used two photomultipiiers 
and a mask with moveable apertures. 

Mask interferometry Is one of many in-
terferometr ic techniques be ing used to 
extend a telescope's vision. Labeyrie, for 
example , invented a me thod k n o w n as 
speckle interferometry, which improves 
the resolving power of a single telescope 
through statistical analysis of the pat tern 
of speckles that make up a stellar image. 
The speckles are formed as small cells of 
atmospheric turbulence cross between the 
telescope and the target star; the size and 
shape of the speckles give structural in
formation about the object. Assembling 
them statistically produces enhanced reso
lution. (See "An Astronomical Revolution/ ' 
Mosaic,'Volume 7, Number 4.) 

Active galaxies, binary systems, and even 
asteroids have been studied by this sensitive 
method. When Betelgeuse was the target, 
astronomers at Kitt Peak National Observa
tory were able to discern for the first time 
the gross surface features of a star other 
than the sun. The Improved resolution, 
however, was still limited by the aperture 
size of the telescope being used. Was there 
a way to widen apertures further? 

Long-base line optical 

The initial results Currie and his asso
ciates achieved on their masked telescope 
gave them confidence that they could go 
out to larger separations. As a start, In 
1975 they set up a two-telescope system 

on the grounds of the Goddard Space Flight 
Center, near the University of Maryland 
campus. There the light beams from two 
30-centimeter mirrors placed 4.5 meters 
apart were directed into a central trailer 
where they were combined and analyzed. 
Currie and his colleagues were not able to 
complete their observations then. They are 
now reviving the project and hope even
tually to achieve resolutions down to 0.001 
arc second with mirror-to-mirror distances 
of 40 to 60 meters. John Davis is setting 
up a similar amplitude interferometer in 
Australia, with an 11-meter fixed baseline. 

The most ambitious pursuit of interfer-
ometric synthesis of large optical apertures, 
however, is the French effort at the Centre 
d'Etudes et de Recherches Geodynamiques 
et Astronomiques, high in the southern 
Alps overlooking the French Riviera. There 
Antoine Labeyrie has built CERGA's Inter-
ferometre a deux telescopes. Called I-2-T, 
it employs a pair of 25-centimeter reflec
tors that move in a nor th-south direction 
along 67-meter-long steel tracks. "Europe 
does not have very big telescopes like 
Palomar," says Labeyrie, "so there was a 
general feeling that interferometry was one 
area where Europe could do better than 
America. That helped us in getting sup 
port for the project." 

The French system has been operating 
now for several years. Just as with the 
old Michelson interferometer , CERGA 
researchers—most notably Laurent Koech-
lin, Farrokh Vakili, and Daniel Bonneau-™ 
measure stellar d iameters by obse rv ing 
fringe visibilities at var ious basel ine 
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lengths. Their system is more like Michel-
son 's than any other; the fringes are de
tected optically, either through an eye
piece or with a photon-count ing television 
camera. The instrument has worked this 
way for baselines out to 59 meters, a sort 
of world 's record for the field. 

According to Labeyrie, one of his inter
ferometer's most spectacular successes was 
the resolution of Capella, a binary star 
system 42 light years from earth in the 
constellation Auriga. With 15- to 18-meter 
baselines, CERGA astronomers resolved the 
disks of both components, one at 0.007 and 
the other at 0.004 arc second. They then 
went on to determine the stars ' separation 
by observing beating, or pulsing, effects 
in a display of the fringes. The accuracy 
of that measurement was to 0.0003 arc 
second. "Tha t means that if there were a 
large planet belonging to that system," 
Labeyrie says, "we now have the accuracy 
to de tec t its pe r tu rba t ions of the s ta rs ' 
orbits quite well." 

T h e 25-centimeter size of the mirrors 
on the French interferometer has limited 
its users to observing stars oi iourtu mag
ni tude or brighter. To extend the limiting 
magni tude toward the range of magnitude 
13 (stars 0,004 as bright), Labeyrie recently 
set up a second interferometer that uses 
mirrors six times the diameter of his original 
ones and mountings modified to match. 
"Ordinary telescope mountings are not well 
suited for a large interferometer, because 
they are difficult to move and prone to 
flex or vibrate," Labeyrie explains. To get 
a round this problem, he has mounted his 
two 1.5-meter reflectors inside spherical, 
reinforced-concrete shells. From afar, these 
casings look like giant, round-bot tomed 
beakers resting on the desolate mountain 
p la teau . The two concre te b u n k e r s are 
c u r r e n t l y a fixed 70 meters apar t , bu t 
Labeyrie says he will eventually put the 
telescopes on tracks and separate them to 
a formidable 300 meters. "Our future plans 
call for several more telescopes to be added 
to the array," he says, "all of them feeding 
their signals into the central laboratory." 

Targets 

T h e efficiency of an interferometer in
creases rapidly as more telescopes are added 
to the network. Once you have more than 
two telescopes, it becomes possible to recon
struct actual images from the fringe in
formation—images almost as detailed as 
those produced by a giant telescope in 
space, free of atmospheric disturbances. 
Radio astronomy has been doing this kind 
of networking for years. Astronomers who 

are deeply involved with optical interfer-
ometry are the first to admit that such 
networks of optical telescopes are still far 
off. Even in their work on simpler, two-
telescope sys tems, researchers are still 
work ing out mechanical and electronic 
problems. As Australia 's John Davis puts 
it, "The achievements of high-angular-
resolut ion stellar in terferometry , whi le 
remarkable , have hardly scratched the 
surface of its astronomical potential ." 

Once the surface is better scratched, the 
agenda includes: 

• Stellar tempera tures . By com
bining the angular diameter of a star 
with the flux of radiation received 
from it, one can determine the absolute 
flux emerging from the stellar surface 
and hence its surface temperature. The 
calculat ions would be par t icular ly 
valuable in the case of pulsing, yellow 
supergiants called Cepheid variables. 
It would provide an independent cali
bration of the Cepheid luminosities 
upon which distance measurements 
in the universe are largely dependent. 

9 Stellar surfaces. As soon as optical 
in te r ferometry can work rou t ine ly 
with angular resolutions of less than 
0.001 arc second, assuming increased 
sensitivity, observation of such inti
mate details of the surfaces of nearby 
stars as spots, granulations, coronas, 
and gas shells will be possible. 

• Parallax measurements. The dis
tance to a nearby star can be measured 
directly by observing the star's posi
tion against the celestial background 
from one point in earth's orbit and 
then measuring the position again six 
months later from the other side of 
the orbit. The star's parallax, its ap
parent shift in position against its stel
lar background, enables astronomers 
to determine distance with a simple 
bit of trigonometry. At present, this 
method can be used out to about 300 
light years. Greater distances are esti
mated by a complex sequence of steps 
using the parallax results for calibra
tion. An optical interferometer would 
detect smaller and smaller shifts in 
stellar posi t ions and would extend 
direct measurements enough to adjust 
the scales by which the distance across 
the universe is measured. 

• Planetary searches. The gravita
tional attraction of a planet would 
tend to put a wiggle in the proper 
motion, the actual movement across 
the heavens, of its parent star. An 
optical interferometer could detect this 
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Infrared interferometer. The heterodyne 
detection scheme developed by Michael 
Johnson, Albert Betz, and Charles Townes, 
Stepping down from infrared to radio fre
quencies makes beam combination simpler. 



subtle effect as it measures both the 
proper motions of nearby stars and 
the orbital mot ions of b inary star 
sys tems . " A t this t i m e / ' declares 
MIT's Staelin, "we know of no planets 
around any stars other than our own. 
Yet planets are a critical part of the 
theory of stellar formation. Once we 
obtain an accuracy of one ten-thou
s a n d t h of an arc second, we could 
detect a planet the size of Jupiter at a 
distance of a few of dozen light years." 

• Galactic nuclei and quasars. To 
many astronomers, the most exciting 
prospect for optical interferometry lies 
in the resolution of the cores of active 
galaxies. Radio astronomers are already 
seeing in some galaxies energy equiva
lent to that of a trillion suns coming 
from areas that may be not m u c h 
bigger than the solar system. Radio 
astronomers map these jet-like cores 
by using intercontinental arrays of 
telescopes; optical in ter ferometers 
could start doing the job when they 
achieve a 300-meter baseline. 

- A'H^r 
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Atmospheric effects 

Even though optical interferometry was 
developed as a means of getting around 
atmospheric perturbations, it- too has its 
limits. Turbulence in the air causes the 
in ter ferometr ic fringes to wobble , too. 
W h e n the interferometer's bandpass, its 
range of wavelengths, is widened to im
prove its sensitivity, viewing the fringes 
becomes an observational nightmare: The 
fringes bunch, which makes it difficult to 
observe them as they race by. Until now, 
researchers have avoided the problem by 
keep ing their bandpasses na r row. Th is 
restricts them principally to measurement 
of stellar diameters; fringe movement does 
not matter much when only the intensity 
of the fringes is being weighed. Never
theless, it severely affects the astrometric 
uses of optical interferometry—the deter
mination of stellar positions and the search 
for planetary systems. Electronics, again 
may produce the solution of choice. 

In 1975, while a graduate student under 
Staelin, Michael Shao developed a mech
anism that compensates for atmospheric 
effects by locking to an interferometer's 
brightest fringe and keeping it centered. 
Once the fringes are frozen in place, for 
milliseconds, their central positions can 
be measured; their small, observed offset 
provides an instantaneous measure of the 
positional errors. 

Traditionally, astronomers take a series 
of photographs over many nights to pin-
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France's entry. A 25-centimeter reflector (top) is moved along its 87-meter track in Antoine 
Labeyrie's 1-2-1 interferometer, A second-generation instrument (center and bottom] will 
have its 1.5-meter mirrors encased in concrete bunkers 300 meters apart. 

point stellar positions. Averaging meas
u remen t s over several t h o u s a n d pla tes 
can produce tolerances of about 0.01 arc 
second, Shao and Staelin believe that their 
system will be able to obtain the same 
accuracy in a single night and that a more 

elaborate version could yield accurate meas
urement down to 0.0001 arc second. 

Since the fall of 1981, Shao and Staelin 
have been operating a prototype from a 
wooden shed at Mount Wilson, just a few 
dozen yards from the giant white dome 
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under which Michelson made his historic 
contributions to the field. Their two mir
rors, one at each end of an equipment-
packed table, are 3.4 meters apart. While 
that baseline can hardly rival Labeyrie's, 
Shao's fringe tracker makes the MIT sys
tem the most complex and potentially the 
most accurate optical interferometer in the 
world. So far, it has successfully tracked 
the fringes of several stars, including Vega 
and Deneb. "Ideally, this should make 
our data look as if there were no atmos
phere at all," says Shao, now an MIT re
search associate temporarily attached to 
the Naval Research Laboratory. "This is 
not important for measuring stellar diam
eters, but it's crucial for astrometry." The 

fringe tracker could also make interfer-
ometric fringes of fainter and fainter objects 
accessible from longer and longer baselines. 

The future 

The real future for optical interferometry, 
says Labeyrie, lies in space. Astronomy 
extended its vision immensely as soon as 
astronomers were able to send their tele
scopes into orbit. Interferometry will be 
no exception. A space interferometer, Shao • 
says, will be much simpler to operate, since 
it would not need atmosphere-correcting 
equipment. "That would sure eliminate a 
lot of instrumentation errors," he says, 
"but the best advantage would be the ability 
to rotate the interferometer's baseline, 

something we can't do here on earth. That 
would give us valuable two-dimensional 
information about a star." 

There are many designs for an orbiting 
interferometer, but the most popular seems 
to be a three-satellite system now under 
study by the European Space Agency for 
possible launching in the 1990s. In con
cept it is very much like Michelson's. Its 
three components will be lined up in space-^ 
telescopes on two outer satellites beaming 
starlight to the center satellite for mixing. 
The fringes would be monitored at a ground 
station. The present design calls for adjust
able solar sails on each satellite to modulate 
the radiation pressure of sunlight hitting 
the interferometer. This would be expected 

Infrared Interferometry: parallel development 

A newly born star lies behind thick curtains of dust and 
gas that block the visible light waves it gives off. But the 
surrounding dust grains absorb the light and then re-emit it 
at infrared wavelengths. Thus, dusty clouds that can cradle 
protostars invisible to optical telescopes may be penetrated 
with an infrared detector. But for many years the infrared 
section of the electromagnetic spectrum seemed destined to 
remain astronomy's forgotten child. 

The problem was one of detection. The human eye and 
photographic plates have served well in detecting visible 
light waves; antennas and receivers have taken care of 
viewing radio wavelengths, at the other end of the spectrum. 
But infrared radiation, from one to one thousand microns, 
could not be gathered adequately by either technique. 

This tantalizing window on the universe was finally opened 
in the early 1960s, when physicist Frank Low of the University 
of Arizona built an infrared detector sensitive enough for 
astronomical work. Using liquid helium, he cooled the 
instrument to near absolute zero, making it responsive to the 
faint traces of heat radiation that fell on it at the focus of a 
reflecting telescope. But in the infrared as in optical and 
radio astronomy, it soon became clear that details in the sky 
could be resolved only through interferometry. Because 
infrared waves are longer than those of visible light, an 
infrared interferometer would not need to maintain the ex
quisite precision of an optical instrument. Nor would it 
require the intercontinental baselines of a radio telescope 
network. Furthermore, at wavelengths around ten microns, 
infrared signals traveling through the atmosphere are less 
distorted by water vapor, a major source of optical error. 

During the 1970s, Low and his associates Donald McCarthy 
and Robert Howell pioneered in the application of the 
Michelson-type approach to infrared astronomy. They 
mounted a two-aperture mask on a telescope and observed 
the interference of the two infrared beams. Their baselines 
normally ranged from 0.9 to 3.2 meters, depending on the 
telescope being used. At one point, they were able to go out 
to 6.9 meters by operating pairs of mirrors on the Multiple 
Mirror Telescope at Mount Hopkins in Arizona. 

"It was not until the advent of infrared interferometry 
that more detailed measurements of sizes, shapes, and radial 
structures of infrared sources became possible," says Low. 
The Arizona group, for example, was able to resolve the 
circumstellar envelopes of some 25 infrared objects—bo in 
older, highly evolved stars that are shedding their outer layers 
and very young protostars embedded in dust clouds. The 
star IRC +10216, the brightest in the northern sky at ten 
microns, appeared to them as a flattened disk. "It seems 
likely that planets are forming within certain of these cir
cumstellar disks," says Low, "although our resolving power 
and sensitivity were not sufficient to detect this process 
directly." Closer to home, at a wavelength of five microns, 
the Arizona astronomers saw Jupiter as a cold disk, around 
140 degrees Kelvin, accented by spots at twice that tempera
ture corresponding to structures in the planet's cloud layers. 

Recently, Low has turned his attention to speckle interfer
ometry in the infrared region, believing it is the best way to 
improve the resolution of any single telescope. Applying 
this technique on the 4-meter and 2.2-meter telescopes at 
Kitt Peak, the Arizona group has now resolved 15 previously 
undetected companions of nearby stars. The existence of 
these cool, low-mass objects had been inferred from astrometric 
studies, but "now it is possible to see them directly in the 
infrared as they orbit slowly around their more massive 
companions," says Low. The group has also resolved the 
point-like core of the bright Seyfert galaxy NGC 1068. 

Low has not abandoned the Michelson approach entirely. 
The Arizona physicist is currently involved in a major effort 
to use the Multiple Mirror Telescope as a full-phased array 
in both the visible and infrared. He would combine the signals 
arriving at all six of the instrument's mirrors. Low believes 
that operating this way will make the Multiple Mirror 
Telescope the most powerful optical interferometer in the 
world and lead to more powerful instruments In the future. 

But because of the relationship between wavelength and 
angular resolution, infrared interferometers will eventually 
have to span distances of 70 or more meters to resolve the 
full structures of infrared galactic and extragalactic sources. 
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to generate the minute forces needed to 
stabilize the system with micron accuracy. 
This is the way, says Laheyrie, that optical 
in t e r fe romet ry will finally catch up to 
radio's interferometric accomplishments. 

Ground-based optical interferometry, 
meanwhile, is reaching a point of decision. 
The potential for widely spaced, earth-
bound optical telescopes in tandem ever 
to make a significant contribution to astron
omy is being questioned—by Frank Low 
of the University of Arizona, among others. 
Low, a pioneer in infrared interferometry, 
contends that it would be more valuable 
to concentrate now on using interferometric 
techniques to extend the resolving power 
of individual telescopes. " I 'm unwilling 

to sacrifice the sensi t ivi ty of a single-
telescope interferometer such as a speckle 
instrument just to gain a higher resolution 
with widely spaced telescopes," he declares. 
"High resolution without sensitivity leaves 
you with few problems [to study], involving 
only the brightest sources. It's not only 
the baseline, but the sensitivity and ac
curacy of the fringe measurement that 
determine what science you can do ." 

But as R. Hanbury Brown pointed out 
at a symposium on stellar interferometry 
at the University of Maryland a few years 
ago, " T h e whole h is tory of a s t ronomy 
shows that angular size measurements have 
been used to find out what sort of objects 
we are dealing with. This is very true of 

radio astronomy. In about 1948-49, we 
didn ' t know what we were dealing with in 
the way of radio sources, whether they 
were point sources or not, whether they 
were galaxies, nebulae, or stars. It wasn't 
until we measured some angular sizes that 
we began to know what we were talking 
about. . . . High angular resolution has 
paid off in radio astronomy, and it will 
pay off in optical as t ronomy." • 

The National Science Foundation support 
for its part of the research discussed in 
this article comes principally from its 
[astronomical) Instrumentation and Devel
opment, and Stellar Systems and Motions 
Programs, 

Physicist Charles Townes , recipient of the Nobel Prize in 
1964 for his role in the invention of the maser and laser, 
became interested in this problem shortly after he moved to 
the Universi ty of California at Berkeley in 1967. Townes 
became convinced that long-baseline infrared interferometry 
could best be done by adopting a technique used in radio 
interferometry—heterodyne detection, a method that involves 
the pulsing of two frequencies in an electrical circuit to produce 
useful new frequencies. 

In optical interferometry and in Low's early infrared system, 
the route to interference has been direct: The two beams are 
b rough t together, mixed, and the resulting fringes detected. 
A heterodyne instrument employs a slight detour. In the 
two-telescope scheme developed at Berkeley, Infrared radia
tion entering each telescope is separately added to the pure 
infrared light put out by a carbon dioxide laser. W h a t comes 
out of this mix is a pulsing, or beating, signal in the radio 
region of the spectrum. The beat depends on the incoming 
signal and varies with it. Fringes are obtained not by mixing 
the two infrared beams but by combining these beat fre
quencies. Since the beats are in the radio region, the inter
ference signal can be amplified electronical ly, processed, 
recorded on tape, and analyzed by computer. French scien
tists have set up a similar instrument at the CERGA observa
tory in southern France. 

Townes concedes that a direct interference system can 
offer better sensitivity but, he argues, heterodyne is cheaper 
and more flexible; it should be used for at least the initial 
combinat ion of infrared signals from two or more widely 
spaced telescopes. T h e s t e p - d o w n to a radio f requency 
greatly reduces engineering difficulties in combining two 
light beams over a distance of many meters, he says. 

T w o of Townes 's graduate students, Michael Johnson and 
Albert Betz, built the first infrared heterodyne interferometer in 
the early 1970s, for their dissertations. They used the two 
76-centimeter auxiliary mirrors on the McMath Solar Telescope 
at Kitt Peak National Observatory in Arizona as their receivers. 
The system operated for several years and was only recently 
d i sman t l ed . " T h e f ive-and-a-ha l f -meter basel ine was not 

adequate to resolve a star disk in the infrared, but we did 
obtain quite a lot of information on dust shells," says Townes. 
" W e found that dust does not condense as close to a star as 
was previously though t . " For Betelgeuse, for example, the 
high-density dust begins at about 18 stellar radii, at a tem
perature two-thirds of that which theory prescribes. 

Edmond Sutton, another graduate student under Townes, 
tested the system's astrometric capabilities and, with Townes 
and Shankar Subramanian , he measured the positions of 
three bright infrared sources—Betelgeuse, omicron Ceti, and 
R Leonis—achieving levels of precision down to 0.08 arc 
second. His precision was limited by mechanical instabilities 
in the telescopes, which were not designed for this purpose. 
Nonetheless, it was somewhat better than typical night-to
night variations that plague optical methods. Townes reasons 
that, with telescopes designed for the purpose, the precision 
can be improved by an order of magnitude. 

With funds from the Advanced Research Projects Agency 
and the Office of Naval Research, the Berkeley interferometry 
group is now construct ing an improved heterodyne system, 
including two 1.5-meter re f lec tors—"supers tab le ," says 
Townes—that will be separa te ly moun ted on trailers for 
portability. "Tha t not only allows variable baselines, but we 
could change sites with the seasons," says Townes. " W e 
expect to go down to Chile, where atmospheric conditions are 
superb and where we'll get a good look at the galactic center." 

There are some suggestions that the core of the Milky 
Way harbors a black hole of a few million solar masses, 
surrounded by a sizable accretion disk. If that is true, says 
Townes, the Berkeley interferometer should be able to pick 
up the disk's characteristic infrared radiation and examine 
its size. Another fundamental experiment for which he believes 
the infrared interferometer is well suited is precise measurement 
of the gravitational deflection of light. And with the high 
spectral resolution that heterodyne detection provides, Townes 
says, the Berkeley scientists expect to detect molecular infrared 
lines and thus examine the detailed distribution and velocity 
of molecules like ammonia , carbon monoxide, and silicon 
oxide that are being emitted from stellar atmospheres. • 
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